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 Exclusive trips for Solo Travellers, Couples & Group of Friends
A fresh perspective on travel
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Who are Khiladi's




Travel Khiladi is a different way to see the world, with like minded travellers and expert guide to share it all with. Come solo, with friends or a partner - leave with memories thatâ€™ll stay with you forever. Since 2013, we have already organized more than 100+ trips & touched heart of 1500+ travellers. Once you join any of our trips, we can guarantee that you will become our well wisher.
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YOUR WANDERLUST SQUAD





We are all about people




Be surrounded by cool like-minded travellers from all across the world. Majority of our solo travelers are within the age group of 18-49 years. We celebrate individuality, diversity, connections and a little bit of craziness.
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TRAVEL LIKE A LOCAL





Make every moment count




Experience the local culture and food of the country like never before! Most of our trips are planned around festivals & events so that you get to meet the locals & experience their way of life. 
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CURATED BY TRAVEL NOMADS





Unique Itineraries




We are travellers at the core like you & have designed our trips with a lot of love and care to optimise your experience. Itineraries are chalked out after a lot of ground research & we keep room to adapt even while on the move.












  




	


Upcoming Trips






We are coming up with more trip in May, June, July, stay tuned 












Baku with Sheki & Gabala





Dep Dates: 8th May onwards
INR 44,999 only + Flight extra |  6 Days fully loaded 












BHUTAN Explorer





Dep Date - 25th May to 1st June
INR 55,000 Only  |  7N&8D trip












Exotic Mauritius





 INR 54,999 Only + Flight extra  |  6 Days
Dep Date - 22nd June to 27th June 2024












Eastern Europe 





Coming Soon....!


















	


  
Recent Past Trips






Click to checkout more...
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Europe
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Georgia Baku
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Thailand
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Turkey
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Dubai
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Mauritius
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Almaty
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Maldives



















  




	


  
Why Khiladi's Love us ?





Once you travel with us, you become our FAN....It's a promise.
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Vishal Sikaria






Maldives / Mauritius / Georgia





Recently I travelled to Azerbaijan and Georgia with Travel Khiladi. This was my 3rd Trip with them (Previously Did Maldives and Mauritius). This is an Excellent group for Solo travelers as the trips are very budget friendly, you get to meet new like minded people and discover new places and have new experiences. Manish and Neha are the best, they curate the itinerary themselves and if you have any problem, they listen and try to solve it.
I highly recommend traveling with them.
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Naveen Jayan





Japan 




The Japan trip was more than just sightseeing, it involved 8 full days filled with awe and excitement. Manish and Neha had done such meticulous planning that it surprised me on many occasions. This was once in a lifetime trip from which I am still hungover. The locations where we stayed were top notch that I wondered even how we were affording all this within our budget. We travelled through Japan in trains and buses like commoners, stayed in capsule hostels, cabins and huts which were all very unique experiences to me. Only complain I could possibly have was that I enjoyed more than I could record in memory.
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Mayank Dwivedi






Vietnam / Ladakh 





I went on Vietnam trip for 2023 trip with Travel Khiladi.

It was a well organized trip. Each day was planned to cover key spots - historical, fund, nature places.

We were allowed to make time for shopping, and taking on additional optional activities as per each person's choice.

The tour guide Tanha led the trip well. Each person of the group made the trip memorable.
We started the trip as strangers, and ended the trip as friends.

I will recommend travel khiladi to solo, couples, and families who want to plan international travel.










Read more reviews on TripAdvisor





Read more reviews on Facebook















  




	



Contact Us





Hear our travel stories or tell us about your's....







TRAVEL KHILADI. Office no - 10, Centrium Mall, Lokhandwala, Kandivali East, Mumbai - 400101



Mon - Sun: 10 AM to 8 PM



+91 9830057355 / 9920488189



+91 9830057355 / 9920488189



info@travelkhiladi.com  www.travelkhiladi.com
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